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The airline supplier and its TMC partners are in the midst of a seismic shift to a platform 
business model. This new platform model requires that just like Amazon or Airbnb, they can 
deliver products and services with exceptional precision while optimising operations in an in-
creasingly multi-sided and complex digital marketplace. 

This quest for a successful platform business model requires us to leave behind the rigid legacy 
supply chain dynamics of yesterday and instead foster exchange and co-creation of value whilst 
competing for revenue and profit source.

Standing by is a liability we can no longer afford and protests such as “it’s too costly to be com-
petitive” or “this is too much disruption” will only open the door to those willing to challenge the 
establishment and reinvent industries. 

For the airline, corporate travel represents a significant revenue and profit source. Yet this is a 
market segment with which they have limited contact, limited opportunities to listen to and un-
derstand needs, and even fewer opportunities to sell the ancillary products and services in which 
the airline makes huge investments in the form of premium cabin services, lounges and other pre-
mium products. This is all the more important as airlines move to a world of dynamic pricing and 
offer management. 

While early in the adoption cycle, NDC standards and the digital commerce systems needed to sup-
port them can transform how airlines and travel buyers exchange value across the digital ecosystem 
in service of the corporate customer.  

At Datalex, we are committed to the enablement of the IATA NDC and ONE Order standards as a core 
capability of our Digital Commerce Platform. Datalex is a member of the IATA NDC and ONE Order wor-
king groups and partner to the most progressive airline retailers building successful platform business 
models and breaking legacy supply chain barriers with their partners. 

We are delighted to sponsor this important paper by Travel in Motion and Festive Road, which explores 
the challenges and opportunities from both the airline and corporate perspective. It bears witness to the 
start of an important dialogue and a path forward that will foster exchange and co-creation of value for all. 

Aidan Brogan, 
CEO, Datalex 

INTRODUCTION



Corporate travel has a considerably higher 
complexity than the leisure travel market. 
The corporate employer and their travel 
management company have their roles and 
objectives - duty of care, cost, control and 
compliance are all major factors in deliver-
ing a successful and satisfying corporate tra-
vel programme. 

Within the corporate travel value chain, it 
is in everybody’s interests – the corporate, 
the airlines and all involved intermediaries – 
to deliver a corporate travel experience that 
works for the traveller both as an employee 
and as an individual.

Regular corporate travellers are likely to be 
amongst the most valuable employees of a 
company, often representing the company 
and the brand externally. Many corporate 
travellers are potentially the best customers 
of an airline, not just from their corporate 

spend perspective. Their personal disposable 
income is often high as is their propensity to 
travel. This has long been recognised by air-
line and hotel loyalty schemes, with offers 
and programme benefits evolving to cater 
for this customer segment. 

Corporate travel is a unique segment within the overall travel market with an estimated spend of 1.3 
trillion US dollars in 2016. For many companies, the travel budget represents the third largest spend 
category. On average, corporate travel accounts for approximately 12% of passenger volume - dwarfed 
by leisure volumes. These volumes obviously vary greatly based on airline, region, seasonality and 
other aspects. However, a combination of factors including the likelihood of utilising premium travel 
classes, short term booking horizons, the need for greater travel flexibility and a natural tendency to 
peak travel times and routes means that, from a revenue perspective, corporate travel accounts for 
approximately 30% of revenue. The average revenue per booking made via indirect corporate channels 
is 20% higher than bookings made directly through the airline’s ecommerce site. Both passenger 
volumes and revenues have grown steadily over the last five years and are forecast to continually 
increase over the next ten years.
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To optimise revenues and manage costs, 
corporations must achieve maximum value 
from their travel spend and policies. Compe-
tition from the low-cost carriers has lowered 
fares across all travel segments. IATA statis-
tics show a 62% reduction in average prices 
since 1995. To deliver lower fares and com-
pete head to head, airlines have unbund-
led their products, reducing the base fare 
further and introducing ancillary products, 
allowing travellers to select additional pro-
ducts they value. 

This, in turn, creates additional complexity 
in the corporate travel market as ancillaries 
represent a perpetually moving target for 
corporate policies to consider. On the other 
hand, the base fare often includes less in 
terms of service than previously.

Travellers are more experienced, travelling 
by air is commonplace throughout child-
hood and into employment. Traveller expec-
tations and needs have changed and grown. 
They no longer wish for the same standard 
travel experience wherever they are but 
would rather adapt to their varying needs 
and to embrace the locality. Hence, in part, 
the growth of a travel segment referred to as 
bleisure – the combination of business and 
leisure trips. Employees no longer default to 
loyalty at work or with the brands they use. 

They judge the performance and value they 
believe they are entitled to and react accor-
dingly if they do not believe a relationship 
is equitable. This is most notable amongst 
millennials – the generation which will re-
present an additional 20% of corporate tra-
vellers in the next years. 

In today’s digital era, all generations are 
embracing the possibilities of technology 
to make their lives easier. In travel, this is 
both an opportunity and a challenge. The 
opportunity is the ability to engage, learn 
and understand customers better than ever. 
The challenge is that customers expect that 
everything can be done on a smartphone, 
quickly and easily. Airlines, driven by their 
leisure markets, have already adapted, inves-
ting considerably in their digital platforms. 

These provide the basis to directly engage 
and deliver the personalised experience ex-
pected of them. Inevitably, this contrasts 
unfairly with corporate travel tools which by 
design are trying to provide a solution that 
offers effective cost comparison, overlaid 
with company policy and control to drive 
good decision making. 

The shift to a more digital traveller demo-
graphic means that mobile and digital ad-
option is already critical.

Change is in the Air

IndividualsCompetition Digital

A range of factors is causing the corporate travel industry to look at the way it operates. Some of those are common to other industries, 
whilst others are born from long standing frustrations with the status quo. The next sections explore these influencing factors.



In a world with so much change, no mar-
ket segment can expect to be untouched. 
Indirect markets with multiple participants 
in the value chain are prone to maintaining 
the status quo and are typically slow to inno-
vate. The highly attractive corporate travel 
market is bound to be disrupted. The natural 
tensions that exist in the value chain - costs, 
service, brand and product differentiation, 
volume, and loyalty – are under relentless 
pressure, causing tension between buyers 
and sellers of corporate travel. 

With the scene of the corporate travel market 
set, this paper will explore the main initia-
tives underway and consider the viewpoint 
of each participant. The paper will address 
some of the major tension points and sug-
gest actions to resolve them. Some of the 

challenges cannot be instantly rectified, of-
ten due to a lack of consensus in the value 
chain as to the right solution or because of 
independent commercial approaches. There 
may not be an immediate answer, however 
there is still the opportunity to progress and 

push the boundaries. The alternative is the 
continued vulnerability to external forces, 
whether that be discontented employees 
bypassing corporate policies or viable market 
alternatives to intermediaries addressing the 
industry challenges.  

PICTURE 3 - Tensions in value chain 
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As airlines become savvier with the world of digital 
retailing, their brand.com websites and mobile apps 
become their ‘shop window’ in which they have full 
control of their customer interaction and overall of-
fering. On the other hand, there is still considerable 
volume, typically representing over 50% of sales for 
full service airlines, where intermediaries are used 
in the distribution and selling of airfares. This met-
hod of indirect distribution is particularly common 
in corporate booking practices. Two major challen-
ges arise with indirect distribution. First, the airline 
has limited control over which content is displayed 
to the user, and how. Second, the airline has no idea 
who is requesting the trip and only to an extent, who 
is travelling. Further, the current situation does not 
allow for a comprehensive and complete overview 
of ancillary products which can be purchased at dif-
ferent points throughout the entire shopping jour-
ney, often forcing the customer to purchase various 
products through different channels. Thus, the true 
value of the journey is not clear, and the purchasing 
decision is reduced to the comparable cost of a seat 
on a plane. In this situation, the airline product typi-
cally becomes commoditised and airlines have litt-
le or no opportunity to distinguish themselves from 
competitors. This does not do justice to the airlines 
which are investing millions, sometimes billions, in 
aircraft and product improvements.

Stepping back from the specific dynamics of the corporate travel market for a moment, let us consider 
the drivers behind changes in airline distribution and what the industry has set out to achieve.

Airline Distribution 
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of a customer order. This single order record 
– owned and fully controlled by the airline – 
will allow for simplified management of any 
traveller and purchaser’s records by avoi-
ding multiple overlapping booking records 
(PNRs, ETKTs, EMDs) which can be modified 
individually. It will remove restrictions within 
the current PNR-based booking system to-
day and merge all sales and travel transac-
tions into a single record which is owned by 
the airline and resides in the airline’s order 
management system. 

This will simplify the customer experience 
and enable the long overdue modernisation 
of the airline back-office.

The airlines, recognising that this is a 
shared issue, have worked with IATA to 
focus on two of the constraints of the 
current indirect distribution model:

• Ineffectiveness – new products and an-
cillaries cannot be differentiated or trans-
parently positioned. Everything is driven 
by a comparative search based on price.  

• Resistance to change – innovation is 
stifled. Despite the disconnect between 
the pace of change in direct and indirect, 
it is still a complex value chain and diffi-
cult to justify and implement change to 
all parties.

Over time, IATA has sought to address these is-
sues through two complementary initiatives:

• New Distribution Capability (NDC) – NDC 
offers airlines the opportunity to different-
iate their products in every sales channel 
which utilise the new message standard. 
This increases the range of ancillary pro-
ducts and services available to customers 
and allows the airline to construct offers 
based on customer preferences and seg-
ments as well as purchase history.

• ONE Order – This initiative allows the air-
lines to move to a single reference for all the 
travel components being purchased as part 

Outside of the initiatives is a hope that, by mo-
dernising standards and adopting standard retail 

language and processes, the speed and cost of in-
novation in the airline commercial systems can be 

addressed. So far, indications are that this is proving 
the case and that new entrant technology providers 

are embracing the industry as they can leverage their 
experience in other industries to a far greater extent 

than previously.

This paper will focus on NDC as it can play 
a clear role today in resolving some of the 
friction points in the corporate travel mar-
ket. Longer term, ONE Order will comple-
ment NDC, addressing the overall efficiency 
of order management after creation. The 
ONE Order standards and processes are still 
under development. 



NDC is a travel industry programme led by 
IATA which defines new (message) standards 
for airlines to distribute their products and 
services in a uniform, yet highly flexible, 
way. It will allow airlines and their partners 
to participate in the retailing revolution led 
by the likes of Amazon, Netflix and Uber. It 
will enable airlines to move from fixed fare 
filings based on price and availability to a 
customer centric approach where targeted 
offers are constructed based on information 
provided to the airline by the customer or 
sales channel. These offers can be for flights 
and ancillary products and services. 

Discussions around NDC often lead to con-
fusion. Simply put, NDC is a technical stan-
dard for messaging and a new ruleset rela-
ted to offer creation and control. A protocol 
which, once widely adopted, will lead to 
greater efficiency in the way airlines distri-
bute their content via APIs, and give airlines 
greater control over what they offer. NDC it-
self is not a system or a solution.

NDC Explained
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NDC benefits for airlines 

• Product and brand differentiation
• Offers to include ancillaries
• Ability to tailor offers to individuals
• Control of offer
• Speed to market of any new products

NDC benefits for Corporates / TMCs 

• More informed choices
• Comparison based on schedule, price and value
• Relevant optional choices (ancillaries) prioritised
• More consistent airline pricing across channels
• Real-time product and fare data
• Potential for less out of policy bookings and leakage

NDC ensures the speed to market of new products and offers is vastly quicker 
than without a standard. The standardisation enabled by NDC allows the full 
range of products (supported by rich media content) offered by an airline to be 
made available in all sales channels, both direct and indirect, as the standard 
also defines that airlines – not intermediaries – are responsible for creating 
each offer. 

Ultimately, airlines will be able to present the right offer, at the right time 
to the right person. 

The conversation moves away from a cost-based discussion related to 
airline seats and towards a value discussion focused on the end to end 
journey. 



Gaining the perspective of the corporate 
travel buyer brings greater clarity on several 
topics, particularly given our earlier asser-
tion regarding the revenue that this spend 
represents in the value chain. 

Corporate buyers have a broad range of re-
quirements. They need to make sure that all 
elements of the end to end journey can be 
booked via approved channels. They need 
to drive policy compliance, while simulta-
neously driving simplicity to travellers. Fur-
ther to this, they need to achieve discounts 
to recognise the volume of business that 
their company delivers and that those rates 
are available and adhered to.

In the context of corporate travel, it is important to distinguish between two types of consumers. In the 
B2B world there is the individual traveller on one hand and the corporation (represented by a “Buyer” 
where spend demands this) on the other. Thus, John, who works for Big Company is a customer and the 
traveller. At the same time, Big Company is a customer, and a buyer of business travel for John. The in-
terests and requirements of each are not mutually exclusive however, as you can see from the graphic 
below, they may not always align. Airlines try to drive the loyalty of both the corporate and the traveller. 

The Travel Buyer 
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In demonstrating their value to internal sta-
keholders, travel buyers need to have a good 
overview of their travel spend. In most re-
gional or global programmes, air travel re-
presents the largest portion of spend and 
volume. The main source of air travel cost 
is the cost per flight ticket (i.e. the seat and 
associated airfare). An important seconda-
ry cost factor is the ancillary services cost 
per passenger. Existing indirect distribution 
methods prevent the buyer from having a 
full overview of spend and therefore, their 
value to the airline. In order to understand 
ancillary spend, data from disparate sources 
must be aggregated, leading to more invest-
ment and often to an inaccurate picture.

The limitations on what can be displayed and 
offered via indirect distribution methods can 
result in travellers going outside of corpo-
rate booking processes, commonly referred 
to as ‘leakage’. Leakage is a large concern to 
corporate buyers; travellers booking outside 
of approved channels cannot be effective-
ly tracked easily or without additional costs 
and a company‘s duty of care can be com-
promised.

A travel policy is considered a cornerstone of 
any managed travel programme. A commonly 
agreed upon set of norms, a policy should 
reflect the culture of a company and high-
light those items, which must be adhered to 
when booking travel. Travel buyers typical-
ly work to a set of Key Performance Indica-
tors (KPIs), driven by expectations outlined 
in a policy. Policy expectations around class 
of travel, advanced purchase, lowest logical 
fare definition and purchase of ancillaries 
all affect the way that travel buyers nego-
tiate with airlines. The Travel Management 
Company (TMC), or intermediary, acts as a 
gatekeeper to policy. Despite some travel-
lers questioning the value of using an inter-
mediary, they are critical to the travel buyer.

Policy Compliance 

Visibility of Spend 
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AstraZeneca

Ruediger Bruss, 
Continental AG

“… I also think that 
if we can analyse 

ancillary spend and 
see what is relevant to 
our travellers, we can 

negotiate on 
these items and 

personalise relevant 
packages in the 

future, However, my 
worry is that it could 
also increase spend.” 

“We strongly 
monitor compliance 
with our booking 
channels in order 
to ensure spend 
transparency and 

duty of care.”



In a recent IATA whitepaper entitled “Taking 
the Reins” , 80% of the corporate travel buy-
ers from the IATA Travel Manager Advisory 
Group (TMAG) shared that ‘the satisfaction 
of their travellers has now become one of the 
most important key performance indicators 
(KPIs) of their role as an effective travel ma-
nager.’ In fact, one of the five core principles 
outlined in that paper is the importance for 
the travel buyer to highlight the B2B2C rela-
tionship.

This viewpoint is strongly affirmed in the 
Microsoft Travel Manifesto3 which states 
that: 

Travel buyers are keen to ensure that exis-
ting processes continue uninterrupted. 
Whilst often cumbersome behind the sce-
nes, the existing buying approach via indi-
rect channels provides peace of mind to the 
travel buyer on two counts:

1. Servicing the booking – NDC offers rich 
digital content for airlines to display their 
products but there remains uncertainty 
around a range of processes, which are 
taken for granted today, for example in 
interlining (booking a journey where two 
airlines are involved in a single ticket), re-
funds and cancellations.

2. Servicing the traveller – arguably, the 
most crucial role of a TMC is to track tra-
vellers once on a trip. It remains uncle-
ar as to how future retailing models will 
adapt to ensure this.

For corporates and travel buyers to ensure 
that travellers remain motivated, producti-
ve and compliant to policy, the user expe-
rience offered by those in the travel eco-
system needs to catch up to that offered in 
the leisure space.

User Experience

Servicing, Simplicity of Process 
and Duty of Care

“Mature companies no longer view 
travel as a cost centre where the main 
program objective is year-over-year 
cost avoidance. These programs have 
achieved near-optimal value with sup-
pliers and have shifted their focus to 
driving top line revenue and achieving 
more holistic value. This value ulti-
mately boils down to the traveller ex-
perience and productivity to support 
the business. Attracting and retaining 
the best employees and keeping them 
productive, happy and healthy has a 
legitimate return on investment.”



In the context of this paper, the traveller is an employee travelling for business. However, with a 
convergence of the B2C and B2B worlds, it would be naïve to think that experiences in shopping for 
and booking one’s personal trips do not impact the perception of the business booking process.  Or 
indeed that business trips and personal trips are always independent of each other.

The Traveller

It will come as no surprise to corporate tra-
vel buyers that the B2C experience their tra-
vellers have become so used to in their lei-
sure time is not reflective of the corporate 
booking experience. The IATA Travel Mana-
ger Advisory Group highlighted ‘traveller 
dissatisfaction with the user experience’ as 
a key area for industry improvement. Requi-
rements for fare comparison, price parity 
and duty of care provided by intermediaries 
are of huge value to the corporate, howe-
ver can appear clunky and outdated to the 
consumer. Travellers complain that they do 
not have enough choice and that cheaper 
(however not always equitable) deals can 
be found via direct channels. 

Access to the menu of choices, to which tra-
vellers are accustomed, is not available via 
indirect channels, often leading to frustra-
tion.  

Travellers are looking for more than price 
and schedule comparison and have beco-
me accustomed to a highly personalised re-
tail experience. If airlines are harbouring a 
whole host of data about past purchase and 
travel history and preferences, there is little 
tolerance if this is not applied at the point 
of sale. 

Similarly, travellers want to see what they 
are buying. 

Flight tickets, particularly in the long-haul 
category, are a significant investment and 
if travellers cannot get an understanding of 
what they will experience, and how this is 
different from the alternative options out 
there, then they are likely to proceed with 
a purchase with an airline they know or one 
who displays their wares more creatively.

Customer Experience Know me. 
Know what I want...

Geoff Allwright, 
Global Travel Manager at Airbus

“...at the moment there is a 
lot of information in a lot of 

different places. One traveller 
didn’t know that he could book 
a seat in advance for free as 

the information was not 
available on the online 

booking tool. I’m sure we 
have travellers paying 

over the odds for things 
they don’t want.”



The demand for ‘bleisure’ - the combination 
of leisure time tagged onto a business trip, 
is something that many travel buyers are 
now contending with. Tax and duty of care 
implications aside, one buyer participant at 
Microsoft’s recent Corporate Travel Summit 
in Lisbon stated that, ‘80 percent of atten-
dees from one country at a recent company 
event had leisure deviations on the front or 
back end of their business itinerary’. 

This demand is unlikely to go away and re-
presents a huge opportunity for suppliers 
as the end to end corporate travel expe-
rience is broadened significantly. This trend 
leads to an even greater ‘consumerisation’ 
of corporate travel.

Although business travellers may not be con-
scious of it, nor realise it, those travelling on 
behalf of their company have an expectati-
on that they can get quick access to support 
in the case of an emergency. Furthermore, 
the company has an obligation to aid their 
employees in those cases. It is hoped that 
this provision remains untested (and is thus 
not at the top of an employee’s mind).
 

However, anything from emergency dental 
treatment to repatriation due to political 
unrest sits within the duty of care of a cor-
poration. Travel booked outside of appro-
ved corporate channels, commonly the ‘lea-
kage’ referred to in previous sections, risks 
a corporate’s ability to carry out this duty. 
Unless a corporate has alternative provisi-
ons in place to track direct bookings, this is 
a major cause for concern.

Bleisure… In Case of Emergency



Traditional airlines operate in both the cor-
porate and leisure markets. The ability to 
distribute directly to consumers has been 
one of the key enablers of the rise of the 
low-cost carriers. Traditional airlines have 
executed cost reduction measures and in-
vested in their digital platforms to compete. 
However, in markets served by indirect dis-
tribution via intermediaries, travel manage-
ment companies and travel agencies, their 
investments have not been as effective. It 
is a source of great discomfort that one of 
their key market segments, corporate travel, 
has fundamentally poorer customer enga-
gement and selling capabilities than leisure 
markets. 

Airlines invest substantial capital in their air-
craft, cabin design and airport facilities to 
serve their customers, especially corporate 
travellers. For example, British Airways re-
cently announced investments of £600m 
into their new club world cabin refresh . Be-
yond product innovation, airlines continue 
to improve their service elements. One area 
that is receiving renewed focus is service re-
covery during disruptions as the latest mo-
bile technologies are well suited to deliver-
ing an improved customer experience when 
plans change during travel.

Airlines wish to demonstrate how their in-
novation and investments differentiate their 
product offer by including rich supporting 

content in any offer made. This is particu-
larly important in the premium cabins whe-
re competition amongst the airline brands 
is fierce.

In a distribution model where flights are lis-
ted only by price, their product investments 
and positioning can become irrelevant and 
rely on the customer doing research on pro-
duct differentiation. For a critical market 
such as corporate travel, this is a huge dis-
advantage and risk to further investments.

The airlines, recognising that direct distribu-
tion is likely to only be a partial solution, have 
championed the creation of NDC, allowing 
them to create suitable offers and provide 
rich content to support their propositions in 
indirect channels in a comparable manner 
to their direct channels. 

Product Differentiation and 
Transparency

The airline is a supplier of services to the corporate travel market with corporate sales teams responsible 
for managing agreements with corporations. The relationship is often much deeper and more complex 
than a traditional supply chain. Airline products such as premium cabins on long haul flights are desig-
ned specifically with the corporate traveller in mind, allowing them to work or rest as they travel to and 
from their destination. Airline lounges and other frequent flyer benefits are directed at regular corpo-
rate travellers aiming to deliver convenience and flexibility to work efficiently while travelling.

The Airline





To partially level the playing field in terms 
of airfares in the fierce market competition 
with the various airlines business models, 
traditional airlines have started to unbund-
le their product offerings. They are subse-
quently introducing new ancillaries as opti-
ons in addition to a base fare. This creates a 
new challenge for the corporate travel mar-
ket as it is difficult for the airlines to inform 
corporate travellers of the new choices avai-
lable. Fortunately, NDC and the offer capa-
bility it entails, addresses this, allowing the 
corporate traveller to see all the options 
available with supporting, descriptive con-
tent. A consequence of the rise of ancillaries 
has been the fragmentation of the revenue 
spend profile that corporates expect. As well 
as addressing the spend itself, the airlines 
believe that NDC will enable the whole pur-
chasing of ancillaries to be simplified and 
more transparent for all parties.

The unbundling of the products, however, 
results in lower airfares. The increased com-
petition, changes in pricing structure and 
general decline of airfares has led to a con-
siderable reduction in yields. Historically, dis-
counts and corporate fares have been used 
by airlines to compete for the business travel 
volumes. The reduction in yields means that 
the airlines no longer believe that corporate 

Many of the individual travel components 
are complementary and the opportunity 
exists for airlines to generate additional re-
venue through a more coherent understan-
ding of the end-to-end customer journey. 
The development and enhancement of their 
digital platforms has enabled this and for lei-
sure travellers, they already offer holidays, 
packages, and other third-party services. 

As they build their retail capabilities, airlines 
will continue to develop further partners-
hips with third-parties which they believe 
may be attractive propositions to the corpo-
rate market. Combined with customer expe-
rience tools and targeted offers, the airlines 
believe that the commercial and consumer 
elements of this will be compelling.

For many airlines – and travellers – change 
cannot come quickly enough. The airline in-
dustry has fallen behind other retail and ser-
vice-focused industries both in commercial 
models as well as technology use and consu-
mer focus. However, it is only now that some 
of the initiatives such as NDC have reached 
a scalable point in which mass-adoption can 
be achieved. The major airlines that support 
NDC have all made public announcements 
to clarify to their intermediaries and buyers 
the commercial options available to them. 
While there are some similarities in approa-
ches taken, these are very separate business 
decisions – decoupled from the technology 
enablement, proven by the fact that many 
airlines have also implemented new dis-
tribution messaging without changing the 
commercial model. 

discounts are going to be what they once 
were, as there is less leverage in the airfare. 
Nonetheless, airlines still understand that 
corporate buyers expect to have their value 
recognised. With the array of ancillary pro-
ducts and services, airlines have an alterna-
tive to a purely price-based component for 
corporate travel. 

Competition Third-Party Products

Speed of Change 



The purpose of this part of the paper is to share both airline and corporate perspectives against a set 
of industry challenges and to highlight where opinions align and diverge. It focuses on several topics 
against which buyer and seller perspectives and quotes will illustrate the variances in position. From 
the various interviews conducted in the context of this paper, there are several topics with a great 
deal of common ground. Those will be discussed first before covering topics where opinions differ. 
All conclusions below were drawn by Travel in Motion and Festive Road jointly based on the various 
interviews with buyers and sellers.

Mind the Gap 
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“It’s easy to criticise the 
players involved if you 

don’t consider the who-
le picture. From what we 

hear, if you’re a buyer, 
you’re wondering why NDC 
is taking so long. If you’re 
a TMC, you’re wondering 

who is going to pay for the 
necessary technology in-
vestment; if you’re an air-
line you’re wondering why 
people aren’t jumping for 
joy at your latest discoun-
ted fares through private 

channels!’

Paul Tilstone, 
Managing Partner at Festive Road



It is broadly agreed that an airline’s 
ability to differentiate themselves 

and their products to provide grea-
ter transparency to consumers is a 

positive.

  The airlines believe that, given 
their levels of investment, product 

transparency and rich content are 
critical to demonstrate to their cus-

tomers the range and differentia-
tion of their offers and the product 

experience that can be expected.

    Corporate buyers welcome this as they 
believe it leads to more informed decision 

making for their travellers if:

1.) The offers and associated conditions    
are within policy;

2.) The products and corresponding 
offers are available in their tools;

3.) The offers can be compared against 
other equitable offers to ensure the best fare 

is offered.

Yes, We Agree 
Product Differentiation and 
Transparency

“We aim to 
increase the value 

proposition for 
corporate customers 
by developing new 

products and 
making those 
products and 

services available.”

Head of Corporate Travel, 
European Airline 



  The further unbundling of airline 
core products and new additional ser-

vices has a knock-on impact for the cor-
porate market. These can lead to issues 

which need to be resolved jointly such as:

•  The continual need to update policy 
to incorporate new ancillaries can lead 

to confusion for the corporate and 
the traveller

• Travellers and corporates are unaware
of the available choices in current 

indirect channels

• Multiple separate purchases create a
transactional overhead for all parties and total 

spend visibility can become obscured.

The corporate buyer’s reaction to this is mixed. 
Greater choice, flexibility and channel consistency 

are viewed as positive developments but any lack of 
visibility to total spend, policy infringements, confu-

sion and leakage are certainly not.

Unbundling for fares and a considerable increase 
in offered ancillary products and services is al-
ready upon us. The ability for airlines to broa-
den their range of services offered in this way 
is seen as a value add in the corporate world. 
Anything that can ease the traveller journey 
is welcomed. 

However, both parties recognise, perhaps 
for different reasons, that a simple move 
to NDC and updates to corporate policy 
do not represent the ideal end state. In 
fact, the opportunity enabled by NDC 
is far greater than this. This will be fur-
ther outlined in the “Call to Action” 
below.

  The airlines are committed to 
creating new ancillaries across their 

market segments to differentiate, 
compete and increase their revenue. 

They themselves struggle to retail the 
new options they have created due to 

constraints of the current technology 
and distribution channels they opera-

te with. The ability to make offers in-
cluding ancillaries and to potentially 

target those offers more specifically 
allows the airlines to simplify and op-

timise customer interactions.

Ancillaries and Unbundling 



  Innovation is problematic in any 
complex value chain and airline distri-

bution is no different. As more partici-
pants embrace NDC implementations 

should accelerate. Given current momen-
tum on participation, what is now needed 

are more proof points where the value to 
each party can be shown. 

  Many buyers identify themsel-
ves as ‘impatient supporters’ of NDC 

whilst others are still in the dark. 

In a recent Buying Business Travel 
survey, when asked whether NDC is 

a good thing, 39% of buyers said that 
they weren’t sure. 

David Oliver, Procurement Manager 
for the Red Bull Company shared that 

he was positive about the develop-
ment of NDC channels6. 

“My worry had been that there were 
a lot of unknowns until NDC gets em-

bedded. But there seems to some mo-
mentum to it this year. It looks good 

for buyers.” 

He also shared his preference for NDC 
channels to allow “smart filtering” 

which could be carried out at a cor-
porate level and stop travellers from 

having access to certain ancillary air-
line products, if necessary. 

Buyers and airlines are both ready, to an extent, 
for enhancements in distribution enabled by 
NDC and frustrated with those in between for 
not keeping up. The GDSs have signalled that 
they will become more supportive as the NDC 
standard has matured and previous concerns 
have been addressed. 

Inevitably, the buyers and sellers will be 
looking to the TMCs to support the new 
processes to complete the missing link 
between them.

Speed of Adoption

Head of Distribution,
US Airline

 “We are moving faster 
today than six months ago. 
The difference is a growing 
desire for NDC content from 
customers and the positive 

approach the GDSs have 
begun to take.”



Not Seeing Eye to Eye 
Information Sharing and Servicing  

 “We know the airlines can‘t manage all our bookings. We know that the 
hotels don‘t, and they don‘t want to. It‘s too expensive a proposition. The 

model today has been very efficient; it really has. Maybe not cost-wise, but 
efficient from a handling perspective. Those calls have to go somewhere. So 
we need a model that can provide assistance for those travelers who need 

help. Because the hotels and airlines do not want those calls.”

Microsoft Manifesto

While all parties want to provide a better customer experience to 
their travellers, there is no alignment on who has the responsibility 
for this at all stages of the journey.

   Airline investments to improve their service are welcomed by buy-
ers, particularly if these lead to a decrease in the cost of servicing. Howe-

ver, buyers and TMCs still require visibility of any changes made, as this 
information is required to allow them to deliver their broader responsibi-

lities (e.g. duty of care) in parallel. While airlines may have a greater role to 
play in servicing on the day of travel, corporate buyers believe that for the 

time-being, intermediaries still play the critical end-to-end role and are best 
placed to provide duty of care. But the key here appears to be trust. If the TMCs 

can be sure that airlines value the intermediary role and that the approach 
should be a shared responsibility for the customer, then the ability to use data 

to jointly service the customer is optimised. If that trust is not there then the va-
lue of servicing data is a missed opportunity.

  Airlines recognise that bookings today are overly complex, 
and, with an increasing volume of ancillaries, this situation is 
not getting better. Longer term, the IATA ONE Order initiati-
ve aims to resolve booking complexity and transparency of 
delivery status. Currently, the priority is improving infor-
mation sharing and the ability to communicate with cus-
tomers directly after booking. The airlines are focused on 
improving disruption handling to address a major source 
of customer dissatisfaction. Managing service recovery 
has always been difficult, with a lack of information and 
disconnects between parties, creating an unreliable 
and often stressful experience for travellers. Techno-
logy, especially through mobile devices, is benefici-
al to the travel experience throughout the journey, 
whether disrupted or not. Airlines are investing in 
their digital engagement and communication stra-
tegies such as improved mobile apps, chatbots 
and others. Ideally, issues get resolved directly 
whether by the airline proactively or a traveller 
on the mobile app. However, for this to be the 
case the airlines must be able to contact their 
customers efficiently and effectively. They 
cannot always rely on the traveller to have 
their mobile app. Unfortunately, airlines of-
ten lack customer contact details as the-
se are not always shared by the booking 
source which is, in this case, the TMC.



Commercial Model

“Corporates acknowledge that multiple providers are critical to provisioning services. 
But the structure and delivery of the program must be defined by the corporate. 

It cannot be predicated on the limitations of legacy system dependencies, opaque 
commercial relationships, backdoor financial incentives and locked up data.“

Microsoft Manifesto

“I feel NDC is gaining momentum, more so than ever, but it is the 
airlines leading. We need technology and corporations to be leading in 
tandem, so there is some standardization among the carriers and the 

corporate voice is included in their decisions. Each airline has their own 
NDC strategy and they are creating the strategy without much input to 

how Corporations could support it.”

Lisa Stanford, 
Global Category Manager BP Travel Services

     For buyers, the lack of transparency around commercial models is, 
quite frankly, a major frustration and a barrier to progress.

For some, the view that airlines are using NDC and other developments to further 
their own commercial gains, fuelled by announcements linking NDC to direct chan-

nels or ancillary charges, is leading to a lack of trust in the entire value chain. This is 
something that intermediaries need to address with urgency. Clear distinctions must 

be drawn between the adoption of new technical standards such as NDC and changes in 
commercial agreements.

Head of Distribution,
US Airline

  NDC as a technical standard drives new capabilities 
to create offers regardless of channel. The airlines want 
adoption as quickly as possible across channels to allow 
them to personalise and differentiate their offers. For 
this to happen in the corporate travel market, interme-
diaries need to support the standard. There are mul-
tiple options for how this might happen. The major 
consideration that jumps out is - what is the commer-
cial model that underpins the role of the interme-
diary going forward? Investment is required and 
uncertainty around the long-term model creates 
doubt. The major airlines that support NDC have 
all publicly stated their positions and although 
each has adopted different strategies, all have 
attempted to be clear on their position to pro-
vide clarity and generate momentum.

A specific sub-topic is the impact unbundling 
has on managing total spend and the addi-
tional transaction inefficiency of increasing 
the number of individual ancillary sales. 
Within the NDC context the ability to pa-
ckage services into a single offer provi-
des the functional basis to resolve this 
issue for those that have adopted the 
standard. The commercial discussions 
need to move forward quickly to sim-
plify ancillary purchasing and re-es-
tablish clarity over total spend. 

“Incremental purchasing today doesn‘t work for either 
party. A corporate looking at 10,000 individual ancillary 

transaction fees, it becomes a negotiation point to simplify, 
reduce costs and gain a volume discount.”



One of the, perhaps unintended, consequences of the changes foreseen by the full-service airlines is potentially increasing participation 
from the low-cost airlines. The LCCs recognise the value of the corporate travel segment but believe its current unique requirements act 
as a barrier which undermines their core propositions. Convincing the LCCs and hybrid airlines that participating in the corporate mar-
ket is straight forward and achievable increases competition and choice for travellers. A truly competitive marketplace is another piece 
of compelling evidence of value and should, to some extent, alleviate some fears of price increases. 

Duty of Care and Order Visibility

   While the airlines understand the importance of 
duty of care, they are keen from a customer experience 

perspective to engage as directly and fully as possible. They 
would like to explore the applicability and opportunity of 

any products or services they develop in the leisure markets 
to the corporate market. With bleisure and other blurring of 

the lines occurring naturally for travellers, this is going to be 
an ongoing debate. The current distribution mechanisms mean 

that airline bookings made through the TMC are specifically for 
air travel and are not relevant for the rest of the journey e.g. ho-

tel choices. 

As airlines capabilities mature and increasingly include selected 
third-party ancillary products, there is potentially an opportunity 

for the corporate travel market if the airlines can demonstrate ad-
ditional savings and superior customer experience. To avoid an over-

lap of offered products the airlines and TMCs would need to agree on 
who sources what.

  Another of the IATA Travel Manager Advisory Group’s areas for indus-
try improvement is Duty of Care. A corporate’s ability to track travellers 
and respond in the case of disruption or emergency is a fundamental ob-
jective of any travel programme. With multiple channels to buy through, 
how will this be affected? 

The TMC remains front and centre of this non-negotiable demand of 
the corporate buyer. This was a key motivation to integrate compa-
nies which were once considered outliers; TMCs are now creating 
opportunities to book with new entrants such as Airbnb, Uber and 
Lyft. In fact several of the ‘mega-TMCs’ have already invested in 
platforms to make this possible. The TMC will perhaps need to ap-
ply the same thinking to airline content, ensuring that they have 
access to all airline content regardless of channels.

In addition, if airline offers were to start including additional 
third-party services, there could be confusion between the 
TMC and airline as to the boundaries of responsibility. Some 
offer components such as ground transportation between 
airport and hotel may be beneficial and less problematic. 

A hotel booking, on the other hand, may cause difficulties. 



Head of Distribution,
US Airline

Head of Corporate Travel, 
European Airline

The Amazon Effect: The Challenge of Meeting Traveller Expectations in the B2B World

   The lack of parity between the B2C tools (mobile, digital, social) and 
B2B tools inevitably leads to leakage as individual travellers strive to make 

their end to end journey as simple as possible. Particularly those taking 
highly repetitive trips for project work, where rebooking on the supplier’s 

app directly just seems to make more sense. This however leads to increa-
sed leakage and a loss of control for corporates. Whilst traveller choices may 

not result in additional direct costs, the indirect costs associated with duty of 
care, negotiated volume agreements and disruption handling increase.

The question of the impact of personalisation on the offer made to the travel-
ler is also top of mind for corporations. Given that business travellers are higher 

yielding customers, will information on the identity of the traveller result in hig-
her fares? It seems logical that this wouldn’t be the case as auditing and the right 

to anonymity play their part in ensuring the business traveller is not penalised But 
that doesn’t mean that the fear isn’t real and that airlines have some way to go to 

demonstrate that personalisation will not equate to unfair charging or indeed busi-
ness travellers being targeted for lots of attractive and costly services. 

Social and digital tools increase the visibility of alternative choices available during travel across all providers of travel and destination 
services. B2C interactions are often simpler and clearly, for the consumer, more direct for their purposes. While there are solutions on 
the market which enable airlines to embed a data exchange with the TMC through the B2C channels which, to an extent, address these 
issues, they are far from being fully and cohesively resolved.

  Airlines continue to invest in their B2C channels, especially 
mobile. There is a divergence between the level of investment 
and customer experience that is provided in the airline B2C 
channels and the B2B corporate booking tools. While NDC 
enables richer content and offers to be packaged and deli-
vered via the B2B channel to mitigate this issue, it cannot 
create full parity with the airline B2C channel, especially 
for in-journey traveller engagement and communication. 

There are circumstances where the pattern of travel is 
somewhat “standard”, giving the traveller the impres-
sion that perhaps the use of a B2B tool may appear 
unnecessary and does not result in the best traveller 
experience. 

“Consider a corporate traveller, 
NYC based regular pattern – NYC/

Chicago first flight on a Monday, last 
flight on a Friday. In the booking tool 

– show curated options, context-
based on history and behaviour. 

Simplify to make easier”

“Travellers – using apps and mobile, want much more 
freedom/flexibility to select their preferred options”



Some of the tension points raised above will undoubtedly be solved as NDC and One Order work 
themselves through the distribution chain. But given the immediate opportunity NDC represents, 
the actions below focus on the steps to get ready, adopt and benefit from NDC and from modern re-
tailing concepts within distribution. Beyond NDC there is wider opportunity to tackle some broader 
issues within the value chain and further industry collaboration on some tough to resolve issues such 
as maintaining duty of care and changed commercial constructs, away from a cost-based discussion 
towards a value-based conversation.

Call to Action 

Get NDC Ready

   Airlines, as suppliers, are strongly urged to follow the 
example of several of the early adopters by holding NDC in-

formation sessions with buyers and intermediaries, informing 
them of the strategy, direction and opportunities that this new 

distribution direction poses. In preparation for that, airlines must 
put themselves into the position of the corporate buyer and crea-

te new, compelling offerings to the corporate market. 

If corporate discounts on airfares are losing some of their significan-
ce as differentiators, it is important airlines consider the complete 

offer to the corporate and understand how they can also benefit from 
the bleisure trend without undermining the duty of care obligations 

and corporate travel policies.

 

     Buyers are urged to familiarise themselves with the possibilities which 
NDC enables, as well as other developments as they relate to their own 
corporate travel programme. Engage with industry colleagues, suppliers 
and interest groups to get equally informed about the benefits and chal-
lenges. Consider how key questions can be answered, for example:

• Do we know what NDC is and understand what it enables?
• How could that impact or benefit our corporate travel 
 programme?
• What is the level of current ancillary spending in my 
 organisation and Self Booking Tool (SBT)?
• What is the current view of my TMC partner as it relates to  
 NDC? Do I need to act or can they do this on my behalf?
• What are the strategies of my key airline partners?

An important step is to engage at the right level within the 
supplier organisations to understand your suppliers’ ability 
to get the optimal content and ensure your corporation 
and business travellers can consume it.



  Buyers should work closely with the leadership in their TMCs, 
SBTs and GDS to understand whether their approach to adopting 
NDC is a good fit with the corporate organisation. A joint project 
plan should be developed to decide on next steps and timeli-
nes. Further to this, NDC may impact data systems, traveller 
profiles and traveller communications. Buyers should engage 
stakeholders – the TMC as intermediary and the airline as 
supplier and –build a clear project plan and ensure that NDC 
features in any future RFPs. How this can be done is outli-
ned in IATA’s Change Readiness Guide7.

Corporates should review and revise their corporate tra-
vel policies to clarify which ancillaries are included and 
under what circumstances. 

This is no small task as airline offerings vary and the 
scope of ancillaries is likely to increase. 

NDC Standard Adoption

   Airlines should create clarity of their offerings to the corporate and 
ensure that they are not causing the corporate – or their TMC – market and 

service offering conflicts. 

Airlines shall focus on services which benefit the corporate and the traveller 
and are closely related to the journey. More competitive offerings, unless clo-

sely aligned with the corporate and the TMC (e.g. hotels) will often derail initial 
discussions, especially when there is no clear benefit in the airline offering the 

service aside from purely increasing the airlines revenue. 

Further, airlines have not been successful at communicating the benefits of the 
products they offer, and how those offers are differentiators to the traveller and 

beneficial to the corporates.



There is no doubt that the speed of adoption of NDC is no longer 
about the technical standard itself. It is about the implications on 
the commercial model and the relationships between parties. Both 
parties want speed and the benefits the standard enables.

As renewals or new agreements are discussed, there will be 
dialogue around the added value NDC can enable and how 
ancillaries can be better included into negotiations, but this 
should be to all parties’ benefit.

  The major airlines supporting NDC have made an-
nouncements providing clarity on the commercial model 
they are adopting for distribution, including NDC-based 
distribution. 

However, many airlines have not taken a position on 
this, and while it is not necessary to follow either the 
stick or carrot approach others have announced, it 
is imperative that airlines consider their models in-
ternally, independent of how drastic or subtle they 
are, to be able to clearly communicate these to 
their buyers. 

A good starting point for engagement bet-
ween sellers and buyers are industry interest 
groups such as IATA’s TMAG. By having the 
airlines engage, they will better understand 
the concerns of the buyers.

Commercial Clarity

   Corporate buyers are looking to their intermediaries to clarify the 
implications of any future changes in commercial models. Whilst it is well 

known that airline payments are an existing revenue stream for TMCs, grea-
ter transparency is expected during this period of change to ensure that the 

TMC continues to act on behalf of the buyer and is a trusted and valued part-
ner. Buyers are advised to engage, engage, engage! With other buyer groups, 

industry associations and any engagement activities lead by suppliers them-
selves to ensure they are up to date and that their voices are heard.

Recent private channel agreements are a good midway point, demonstrating 
an airline’s investment in the TMC as a distribution channel but also pushing the 

adoption of APIs. 

The goal is to bridge the gap between the content available in B2B channels and 
to make that available via intermediaries.  



Step 2 – Drive Retailing Value

The NDC standard will enable airlines to bund-
le services together for pricing purposes, op-
timised to the buyer. By introducing corporate 
bundles as a package of agreed services the 
airline provides to the corporate, the travel-
ler’s booking process will be simplified, albeit 
still conforming to corporate policies. In ad-
dition, the negotiation between airlines and 
corporates can cover a full package of valued 
services and exclude those that are deemed 
out of policy scope or for usage under only 
specific circumstances. 

For buyers, who have been trained to procu-
re airfares based on schedule and price, this 
could mark a real change for the positive. 
The ability to purchase deals based on what 
a corporate really needs (and allows in terms 
of policy) could introduce a new era of air-
line programme management. Some predict 
that airlines will offer corporate bundles that 
can be tailored to the individual corporate, 
or indeed traveller groups within an organi-
sation. Airfares with onboard Wi-Fi and ot-
her ancillaries included could keep travellers 
satisfied and productive on the move and 
provide greater visibility to ancillary purcha-
ses in data. In fact, some travel managers 
have shared that they are delaying global air 
RFP activity to wait and see what develops 
in this area. 

“As a corporate we will not 
allow direct bookings. If con-

tent delivered via the NDC 
standard is available in our on-
line booking tools and through 
our TMC partners without ne-
gatively impacting our proces-
ses (approval, offer comparison 
etc.), we will happily implement 
it and do not see any conflict of 
interest between supplier and 

corporate. In fact, with NDC of-
fers could even be more com-

parable, e.g. ensuring that on a 
long-haul flight, wireless inter-
net is always included in the 

offer.”

„I see a shift in how we will be 
buying travel through different 

channels at BP, vs today‘s world 
of just GDS and OBT‘s. My vision 
is that I want the traveller to be 
able to compare fare shop (like 

for like) within travel policy, whi-
le providing BP with consolidate 
data for leverage in negotiations 
and reporting, and provide duty 

of care travel tracking, regardless 
of booking channel. In the futu-
re, I envision a marketplace tra-
veller portal (similar to Amazon) 
for my travellers to enter, and 

then based on their travel requi-
rements the appropriate options 
will be displayed, whether that is 
through the GDS, carrier API or 
direct connect consolidator.“

Ruediger Bruss, 
Continental 

Linda Stanford, Global Category 
Manager, BP Travel Service.

Head of Corporate Travel, 
European Airline

Head of Distribution, 
US Airline

“What we want is to approach 
the market differently. We want 

to make all our products and 
services available to corpora-
tes. We want to let the custo-

mer really see and benefit from 
our innovations.”

“Say for example, onboard Wi-
Fi is in policy, but with a se-
parate payment. How can we 
create a simple bundle and 
include it in the corporate 

contract? The aim is for one 
transaction to include fare and 

ancillary products.” 



lable in the marketplace and early adopters 
are testing the waters. Secondly, we return 
to the foundation of any travel programme – 
duty of care. However, by the aforementio-
ned linkage, this can be solved as well, assu-
ming that the link from the B2C channel to 
the corporate, or the TMC on their behalf, is 
made in all direct B2C channels.

A further benefit of direct bookings would 
be increased access to value carriers into the 
corporate travel market. The B2B channel is 
currently a less attractive and more challen-
ging proposition as it isolates the base fare 
(from ancillaries) and incurs higher distribu-
tion costs. If the order visibility, servicing and duty of 

care issues are addressed, then the extra 
competition would build confidence that 
prices are as competitive as possible as well 
as reducing leakage from programmes.

According to Geoff Allwright of Airbus, cor-
porate bundles would be more impactful on 
short haul routes where often, travellers are 
confused about what is included in their fare. 
Currently, long-haul routes typically include 
many of the ancillaries required, however 
a recent trend to completely unbundle the 
long-haul has been observed. 

For travellers, any simplification of the shop-
ping and booking process would be welco-
med. Greater visibility of what is and isn’t 
included will avoid additional research and 
the need for separate purchases. Further, 
the ability to use ‘points and cash’ to upgra-
de or purchase ancillaries over and above 
those allowed by the corporate policy would 
allow the traveller greater autonomy over 
the trip. This would provide real additional 
value and serve to keep more bookings wit-
hin policy. 

There is also the option, and opportunity, 
to take advantage of airline B2C channels 
which have matured greatly over the past 
few years. However, for direct bookings to be 
a valid consideration for buyers, two things 
need to be in place. Airlines must be able 
to identify a booking as a corporate booking 
for a specific company. This information can 
then be linked to a corporate profile so that 
relevant and in policy deals can be shown. 
A small number of products is already avai-

“There are likely a lot of 
benefits for all parties involved 

to be gleaned if we as an 
industry could start working 

together a bit more.”

Digital and Customer Products, 
Low Cost Carrier



IATA’s vision of an effective and efficient distribution model provides much of the framework to im-
prove the corporate travel segment and provide better service to business travellers. Key potential 
shortfalls are around duty of care and the offer and order being customer and journey centric as op-
posed to transactional. 

Into the Future  

It is important to state that NDC and other 
initiatives represent a journey, rather than 
a destination. As the possibilities and tangi-
ble benefits of what NDC enables become 
ever clearer, there will be more opportuni-
ties to create value in corporate travel. 

The possibilities of how the standards can be 
utilised by any participant in the value chain 
are immense. As traveller experience and cus-
tomer satisfaction become more important 
for both the airline and the TMC, the poten-
tial to introduce new and innovative techno-
logies such as customer insights, analytics, 
and voice or chat-based artificial intelligence 
interactions are there to be explored.

The commercial models and business 
choices of the participants remain their 
own. As it becomes more apparent that 
we are in an age of sharing economies and 
a completely consumerised digital world 
which is also becoming more competitive, 
airlines and corporates, with the support of 

the TMCs, will recognise that there is only 
one path forward in the best interest of all – 
collaboration. Standards alone only address 
one component of the larger, overall inter-
action. The market is competitive and, if the 
standards evolve correctly, it will be even 
more so in the future. But while driving a 
more competitive environment, it will also 
open many opportunities for those willing 
to grasp them.

The debate around direct bookings, travel-
ler experience, compliance and the value of 
comparative search are exactly that - a de-
bate. The right answer will vary based on the 
corporate in question and where the priori-
ties lie. The choice will be there for them to 
decide what their perspectives and priori-
ties are for themselves and their employees.
 
Travel in Motion and Festive Road hope to 
have provided some interesting insight and 
viewpoints into how corporate travel is evol-
ving under the influence of retail-focused 

distribution enabled by NDC. The two com-
panies worked closely together to carefully 
analyse and disseminate the opinions and 
challenges of the two main entities in cor-
porate travel – the sellers and the buyers. By 
conducting interviews with various airlines 
and corporates and adding the combined 
knowledge and research the two companies 
have been conducting over the past years in 
this area, a unique paper has been created 
in an attempt to start the dialogue and bring 
more mutual understanding from all entities 
involved and interested in corporate travel.
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delling, business consulting and business development.

We understand the vendor perspective and the airline 
needs, and have played an important role in the past 
bridging the gap between the two.

We strive to deliver business value to key stakeholders 
by aligning business and IT concepts, strategies and so-
lutions. 

For more information visit www.travelinmotion.ch
Contact us at: info@travelinmotion.ch

©2018 Festive Road
FESTIVE ROAD is unlike any other company. If you re-
cognize that our evolving sector means your approach 
needs to change and you must engage more with stake-
holders, then we are the perfect partner. If you don’t 
recognize this, come see what we see. 

 We provide insights, strategy and engagement services 
to the whole ecosystem. We deliver re-designed travel 
and meeting programmes for the buyer and new per-
spectives for the supplier underpinned by the right en-
gagement with the right audience. 

 Our integrity, network and knowledge are unparalleled 
globally. From the Americas to the Nordics, France, Ger-
many, the UK and Asia Pacific, we are FESTIVE ROAD.

#BeTheRoad

 

Interest piqued? Find out more at: www.festive-road.com
Or drop us a note at: hello@festive-road.com 

Datalex is a market leader in digital commerce for tra-
vel retail. The Datalex platform is used by some of the 
world’s most innovative airline retail brands to drive 
their revenue and customer experience. Datalex is he-
adquartered in Dublin, Ireland with five office locations 
across Europe, USA and China.  Datalex is a publicly lis-
ted company and trades on the Irish Stock Exchange 
(ISE:DLE)

Airline customers use the Datalex Digital Commerce 
Platform to dynamically control and optimise all air and 
ancillary offers to over one billion shoppers on every 
device across every digital sales channel and at every 
touchpoint in the travel journey, covering every corner 
of the globe. 

Thanks to the success of its customers, Datalex has be-
come the leading digital commerce platform for airline 
retailers. 

Datalex customers demand an agile and flexible plat-
form upon which they can effectively retail innovative 
new product and service offerings for optimised reve-
nues and guest experience across all customer channels 
and touchpoints. 

For more information: http://www.datalex.com
Contact us at: info@datalex.com 
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